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REPORTS FROM THE FIELD 

 

(Middlebury) We tried some new inter-plantings this spring in order to give our zucchini and 

summer squash more room once they are mature.  The preliminary results have been interesting. 

We planted all the zucchinis three feet apart in one row on black plastic; early beginning of May 

and even one on April 20.  In between we either did baby bok choi, napa cabbage, green beans, 

lettuce or celery. Covered it all with hoops and remay. Bok Choi was a big winner, huge 

beautiful, blemish free and the zucchini appears unaffected.  Just wish more people ate it.  The 

lettuce was indifferent. It looked pretty much the same as the same generation stuff under hoops 

but with no black plastic in the field; zucchinis unaffected.  Celery has not done much yet, but 

the idea was that it would grow slowly shaded by zucchinis to create a blanched tender stalk.  

Interestingly, the beans, direct seeded at the time of transplanting zucchinis, are getting devoured 

by striped cucumber beetles. The napa planted three across every three feet in between is 

amazing. They are probably going to weigh five pounds each and have very little bug damage.  

The interesting thing with that mix is that the zucchini is looking a month older than it is. I think 

the napa stole all the nutrients. We will see what happens when we harvest the napa this week.  

We will give the zucchini some fish fertigation and see if it will bounce back. It is not diseased 

they just look yellow and the fruit is funny shaped. Typical of the partenon variety, just a month 

earlier than normal.   

 

(Newport Center)Awoke to what had been considered a top contender for best garlic crop to find 

many pushed over due to rain and significant wind. Tops are very large, perhaps the recent lack 

of rain played a part in this. Planning to heel them in and hope for the best. Unusual event after 

growing stiffneck garlic for over 10 years in northern VT. 

 

(Burlington) Spring harvest is looking good, mostly on track, though strawberries and other 

perennials are later than usual. Summer CSA opened this week and our many members are 

happy to back on the farm and out in the fields. We finally cracked our parking problems a few 

years ago with an athletic field lime striper. Now our staff baseball fan lays out a tidy set up 

regulation-sized spaces in our gravel and grass lot and we can squeeze in many more cars 

without needing to watch to make sure everyone is behaving.  
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Our members are generally not very trainable, but they are creatures of habit, and everyone has 

used parking spaces since they first received their licenses. Much more successful than signs, 

marking the edges of the fields with flags, hiring a high school kid as an attendant, and all of the 

other things we’ve tried. We do have to topcoat after heavy rain, but often a few minutes of 

touchup will do the trick. Plus, it keeps the pH of the parking lot from plummeting. 

 

(Montpelier) Late start to the season but everything is moving right along. Final plantings going 

in. Tomatoes took much better this year I think in large part to the later start date resulting in 

warmer soil in the greenhouses. Symphlans continue to be a very vexing issue in all three houses. 

Removing the soil is probably not the solution as they can move down up to 8 feet based on 

reading we have done. The next step is to bring in 75 yards of sand and start adding it into the 

beds to drastically lower the organic matter. Also, it seems that grafted plants can outgrow them. 

May have to move to all grafted for next year. Cucumber beetles seem to be in fine health this 

season. Mexican bean beetles are doing a job in the tomatillos. Trying to stay after them. Flea 

beetles are out but not as bad as last year. First woodchuck sighting the other day. Deer are 

abundant but respecting the fence for now. 

 

(Westminster West) Still playing catch up here from the slow start, very saturated fields. 

I rented an excavator last week and cut about 600' of deep ditches and started setting drainage 

pipe to help drain what’s already here and to prevent future flooding from heavy rains. So far, it 

seems to be helping and will finish planting the 3 acres of squash sets tomorrow. Already have 2 

acre under Remay, without wires by the way. Onions and garlic can use some weeding between 

the raised plastic beds and after the planting is done tomorrow we will start tractoring those 

weeds to death! The onions and garlic are looking great. Tunnel tomatoes are going nuts; trying 

red plastic mulch this year, at least it looks pretty! Field potatoes coming up nice. The rain is 

good for lots of things once you can get them in. Cover crop of field peas planted last year and 

went to seed and reseeded themselves this spring are looking totally amazing! Almost 3' tall and 

super thick stand. I will leave this field alone and see what happens. Greenhouse raspberries are 

fruiting and look super. Sales at farmers market holding steady with our herb and perennial 

plants still popular. Wholesale starting to seasonally slow down, and we are glad it is as we are 

quite exhausted from the pace at this point and the crew loves getting into the fields to play with 

veggies. Enjoyed the field drip irrigation workshop at Walker Farm in Dummerston last week; 

these workshops are the best source of farm skills and knowledge that I know of and more 

people should make an effort to get out there and take advantage of the skills being offered. 

 

(Rochester) The effects of the cold winter are showing up in the younger blueberry canes; some 

died back during the warmer spells and others have produced plenty of fruit but hardly any 

leaves. I hope this is only the effect of cold and not something worse. The oldest raspberries, 

vulnerable to die back in recent years, are surviving so far but they have not been seriously tested 
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by the demands of hot weather yet. A couple of inches of rain right after planting seems to have 

been congenial to the brambles which are sending up good shoots for the most part. 

 

(Argyle NY) It was a slow spring with a late winter but it was kind of nice not starting out so 

crazy busy. The high tunnel greens did not produce as well in the mid-winter but picked up by 

late February and the spring crops in them (lettuce, scallions, chard, arugula, broccoli raab, etc) 

performed well. Our trials of new lettuce winter varieties went well (results soon) and the 

successive sowings of Salanova lettuces Aug 15 to Oct 1 gave mixed results due to the extreme 

cold; the earliest plantings and the very late plantings both suffered from the cold, with some 

death, but the middle plantings produced very well with amazingly efficient harvest times for 

creating salad mix. The high tunnels are now transitioned to summer crops and field plantings; 

seedings have been mostly on schedule due to low rainfall, though irrigation was set-up in April 

which was unusual. Our automatic dual disk filter system continues to work wonderfully on 

filtering our entire home farm pond irrigation water. The December planted Bridger and Forum 

onions (in a 14x100 low tunnel) started producing large, nice onions last week, also a little late 

due to the cold and we are seeing a few thrips on them. We are experimenting with different 

types of mulch (Biotelo black, white plastic, and paper mulch) on onions and brassicas (Brussels 

sprouts, cabbage, cauliflower) and will be reporting on what the results are later this year.  Good 

work crew for a change and trying to keep up with everything! Markets are fairly strong. 

 

UPDATE FROM THE UVM PLANT DIAGNOSTIC CLINIC – Ann Hazelrigg 

 

We have seen 2 infestations of broad mites on peppers and a bedding plant. These mites are 

smaller than two-spotted mites and they are hard to find. They feed in the new growth and do not 

like light. They cause severe curling and twisting of new foliage and can be a problem on cukes, 

tomatoes and peppers. The damage looks almost like ethylene damage or contaminated compost 

damage. They also cause scarring on fruit.  This is usually a problem in the greenhouse then is 

moved outside. http://www.greenhousemag.com/gm_0909_broad_mite_plant_health.  

 

Lots of reports of first generation onion leek moth feeding on garlic, leeks and onions. 

http://web.entomology.cornell.edu/shelton/leek-moth/damage.html. The second generation is 

worse, since the larvae can then move into the bulbs. On plants with hollow leaves (onions, 

shallots and chives), the larvae feed on the inside tissue, leaving characteristic ‘windowpane’ 

damage to the leaves). Split open damaged leaves and look for frass (excrement) and debris. 

Even after the larvae have left to pupate, the debris remains visible. If you see feeding on the 

outside of the leaves, it is likely the salt marsh caterpillar (very hairy). Use row covers or Entrust 

for organic growers. Get out and scout for those now. 

 

After lots of rain recently watch for diseases. I have seen some scab in cucurbits. 

http://vegetablemdonline.ppath.cornell.edu/factsheets/Cucurbit_Scab.htm 

http://www.greenhousemag.com/gm_0909_broad_mite_plant_health
http://web.entomology.cornell.edu/shelton/leek-moth/damage.html
http://vegetablemdonline.ppath.cornell.edu/factsheets/Cucurbit_Scab.htm
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Lots of cukes are resistant, but watch for damage on summer and winter squash, true and other 

pumpkin types, muskmelon and cantaloupe, and gourds. The fungus attacks anything above 

ground but will make the fruit unmarketable. You can usually see the velvety green spores on the 

fruit lesions.  

 

Cercospora leafspot on beets, spinach,chard, likely to show up. 

http://extension.umass.edu/vegetable/articles/cercospora-leaf-spot-swiss-chard-beets-and-spinach 

Once you are finished with one planting be sure to till under so spores cannot go to your new 

plantings. 

 

Basil downy mildew has been reported in large chain stores in CT and NY. This fungus disease 

looks like a nutritional issue, but if you turn the leaf upside down, you will see lots of “dirty” 

spores. http://vegetablemdonline.ppath.cornell.edu/NewsArticles/BasilDowny.html 

There is no good organic control and it seems once it shows up, you are done for the season. 

Thin basil plants so there is lots of good air circulation to promote drying  of leaves. 

 

Potato leafhopper found in western MA but not in farms we are scouting in Chittenden county. 

These blow up on storm fronts and cause damage to a lot of crops including beans, potatoes, 

eggplant, raspberries. Threshold is 1 adult per sweep or 15 nymphs per 50 leaves in potato, or 1.5 

adults or nymphs per leaf in eggplant. For more info on the pest and it’s management. 

https://extension.umass.edu/vegetable/sites/vegetable/files/newsletters/June%2012%202014%20

Vegetable%20Notes.pdf 

 

Small Colorado potato beetle larvae on lots of farms. The threshold per plant if < 12” tall and per 

stalk if >12” tall = 0.5 adult, 4 small larvae, or 1.5 large larvae.  

 

Imported cabbage worm is around. Scout crops regularly as they enter the cupping stage, as  

damage can be severe in heading crops Treatment may be required at the following thresholds: 

before heading, 35% infested; heading, 20% infested; leafy greens, 15% infested. See UMass 

veg notes for more info. 

 

Botrytis gray mold and Fulvia leaf mold seen in greenhouses tomatoes in MA. Look for purplish 

brown spores on leaf undersides. The battle with these fungi are won and lost with relative 

humidity control. Keep greenhouse below 85% RH, prune lower leaves. Use resistant varieties in 

future.  

 

If you have a problem, try sending pictures and an email first: ann.hazelrigg@uvm.edu. Samples 

can also be sent to PDC, Jeffords Hall, 63 Carrigan Drive, UVM, Burlington, 05405. Call if you 

need to (802)656-0493. 

 

http://extension.umass.edu/vegetable/articles/cercospora-leaf-spot-swiss-chard-beets-and-spinach
http://vegetablemdonline.ppath.cornell.edu/NewsArticles/BasilDowny.html
https://extension.umass.edu/vegetable/sites/vegetable/files/newsletters/June%2012%202014%20Vegetable%20Notes.pdf
https://extension.umass.edu/vegetable/sites/vegetable/files/newsletters/June%2012%202014%20Vegetable%20Notes.pdf

